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Executive Summary

For upgrading the traditional electric power system to a smart power grid, it is essential to make several enhancements at various levels of operation and control, which includes the integration of Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs), synchrophasor devices, advanced communication infrastructure and efficient monitoring and controlling algorithms that would make optimum use of these devices. The event of August 14, 2003 blackout in the north eastern United States and parts of Canada that affected almost 50 million people emphasized the need for real time situational awareness, and thus advocated the use of synchrophasor devices in the power system. PMUs enable the wide area visualization of a power system in real time by capturing high speed time-stamped snapshots in the form of voltage and current phasors, frequency and rate of change of frequency at the rate of up to 120 frames/second. This kind of “time stamping” allows the measurements from different geographical locations to be time-aligned or “synchronized”, thus providing a precise and comprehensive view of the entire system. Synchrophasor technology enables a good indication of the status or condition of power grid in real time. However, before putting the smart devices and algorithms in use in the actual power grid, it is of utmost importance to test and validate their capabilities as well as their accuracy.

The motive is to ensure high accuracy of measurements from synchrophasor devices and the validation of developed algorithms utilizing synchrophasors, under different operating scenarios of the power system. This research project report mainly focuses on following goals, (a) testing and validation of synchrophasor devices; b) testing of phasor based voltage stability and state estimation applications utilizing a real time hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test bed; and (c) utilization of PMUs for advanced protection schemes with emphasis on dynamic protection algorithms for transformers.

To achieve these goals, the testing facility based on Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) at Washington State University (WSU) and WinIGS-T at Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT) were both upgraded to perform testing of synchrophasor devices and applications. For synchrophasor device testing, test systems and also library of test conditions were developed to simulate system scenarios as specified in IEEE C37.118.1 standard. Testing for number of phasor measurement units (PMUs) have been performed against modeled standard PMU. Testing for software and hardware phasor data concentrators (PDCs) have been also performed against limited number of performance criterion. For real time testing and validation of phasor based applications, we focused on voltage stability, state estimators and dynamic protection algorithms for transformers. These applications were simulated in lab environment for some example algorithms to check performance and find potential problems before installing in industry grade power system.

Synchrophasor Device Testing

Test conditions for PMU’s include a) nominal and off-nominal frequency; and b) with and without harmonics, under balanced steady state conditions while magnitude, phase angle and frequency are changed within ranges as specified in the IEEE C37.118.1 standard. For dynamic testing, test conditions include, a) magnitude, angle and frequency
step change; b) frequency ramp change; and c) amplitude, phase and frequency modulation.

The tests reveal that the performance of the different PMUs tested in lab are excellent under steady state conditions and near nominal frequency. The tested PMUs meet the IEEE Standard permissible error of total vector error. However under dynamic and off nominal frequency there is great variability among the various manufacturers and the errors can be quite high. All performance data do not identify the specific device tested. Also, total vector error (TVE) for current is generally higher than voltage TVE and TVE is not the same for each phase. Frequency error (FE) and rate of change in frequency (ROCOF) error (RFE) is within limits for most of the cases. For dynamic testing example of one specific PMU, magnitude step change and angle step change meets the requirement of response time and peak overshoot but not the delay time. For frequency step change, requirements for frequency response time and peak overshoot are met but not the ROCOF response time and delay time. For, frequency ramp change, requirements are not met for FE and RFE. For, amplitude phase and frequency modulation test, PMU fails all performance criterion testing.

Test results for PDC show that the tested PDCs shows satisfactory response in aligning data and data validation test was also successful for different durations and reporting rate of data streaming, collection and archival. There is no data loss, if PMU directly streams data to a PDC without going through a complex communication network. However, when the PMU sends data to the PDC via communication networks, there is considerable data loss. Data latency, data rate conversion, format conversion, phase/ magnitude compensation were found satisfactory for tested PDC’s.

**Synchrophasor Application Testing**

The test bed was modified to perform real time testing of voltage stability algorithms using real time controllers and real time digital simulators. Voltage stability algorithm tested in lab shows performance as expected for line outages and change in loading conditions. State estimation algorithm is dynamic and perform very well with transformer inrush current, over-excitation and with fault conditions.

The setting-less protection approach based on dynamic state estimation for the 3-phase transformer has been proven to be a reliable method to protect the transformer against internal faults. It was shown that the relay does not trip during normal operating conditions or faults outside the protection zone. On the other hand, a trip is decided during the internal fault. The simulation results verify the theoretical analysis. The computation time needed is within the requirements of the data acquisition scheme.

Outcomes of this project include (a) Set of standard accuracy and performance tests for PMUs; (b) An enhanced test bed to demonstrate operation of phasor devices for research/educational purposes; (c) Evaluation of PMU based applications including voltage stability and state estimation in real time; and (d) Better dynamic protection algorithm for transformer.
Performance results reported here for PMU and PDC can be used to guide evolution of the standards and to provide insight for manufacturer. Test results also shows need for additional algorithms to filter out bad data for applications related to transients and dynamics as well as real time control. Dynamic protection algorithms for transformer protection can be incorporated in new relays with PMU capability.
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